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Introduction

Extensible Markup Language, briefly XML [HL1, HL2] can be found in many areas of information technology. This open source language was published on 10 February 1998 at first, and version 1.0 has become W3C Recommendation on 26 November 2008. XML can describe structured data in text format, so it appeared in a lot of scope. It turns up from communication of standard web-services through configuration files to end user file formats, so it can be found in computers of the least experienced users, too. I started to deal with the „Latin” of the IT world, because XML, like Latin, is a flexible and practical language and quickly spreaded. There is a widespread experience in all IT fields. It is present in the development of all major information technology companies, in web communication, in solving integration problems and in structured descriptions of configuration tasks, but it does not get the attention in IT education as much as some picked up novelty – sometimes just for short time –.

History and motivations

The basic theme of my university thesis writing in 2003 as an informatics teacher was XML. I created a curriculum about XML that was stored in native XML database and I implemented a web-application to search the content with XML-based technologies.

The topic was so appealing that I chose this for my topic in doctoral school, too. I started my research with title „Basics of XML technology” as parsing text files and XML compression capabilities.

During my teaching work at current Department of Media and Educational Informatics, I started to use XML more and more frequently and to publish my methodological results. Now it is time to bring together my results in education, research and development in this dissertation.

Life-like examples in education methodology were always close to me and this subject with XML was more engaging to deal for me. Deeper understanding of technology is possible with implementation of own function libraries. Because XML documents are texts and string processing is a topic in programmer training, it is easy to understand that XML can be a practical example.
XML can help us at development of teaching methods. The technology-supported teaching of the Programming Fundamentals at Faculty of Informatics on the University can be a distancing step away from instinctive programming.

My first XML based, teaching material content management application made in the mentioned university thesis is no longer available, but I use the curriculum since then in my yearly course. I am also attending at other courses, so I am trying to incorporate the XML in other classes. From the educational and methodological point of view, new ideas have been formulated that can be useful.

**Objective**

In my dissertation, I summarize my efforts in teaching XML, using XML in education and other methodological innovations. The main topic of the dissertation is based on XML and the technologies around it. I present several educational tool I developed and tested with my students. I am writing about the application methodology of these software.

**Theses**

1. **Thesis about XML education**

   Basics of XML technologies could be presented at the early stages of the current university information technology training with my curriculum on XML and related technologies, so the students could build to this during their later studies.

   I did a research to gather information about XML teaching materials in educational organizations. The collected data of my case study are listed in the appendix of the dissertation, and I also expounded the knowledge in text I acquired when I was looking at the form in which the XML was taught.

   The method of data collection was an online research, so the information here were published on Internet and I found them. I used Google basically; I started with free texts, then thematically on universities and filtering their pages. These starting points are available in the list of links. I continued with searching in their databases if it was available; or I have read the available descriptions and subject-disciplines.
XML is available many times in a lot of educational materials of the universities. Somewhere it comes up only on a few lessons, elsewhere it is a full course. Somewhere it is mentioned as a data presentation option, but it can also be compared to structured databases.

With several of my colleagues, we have noticed that mentioning XML is unavoidable in today’s IT education, so it comes up again and again, it is compared with and build on it. But I found that XML is not available in mandatory courses and only a few educates all XML technology.

I have been teaching a special course with my own curriculum since 2002/03 Spring, its name is „Data management – XML” and it has two codes in ELTE’s NEPTUN IKI-AXFG and TANM-INF-300-XML.

Feedbacks from students show that they love this course and they found it interesting and useful.

2. Thesis about using XML to teach string processing

XML provides a good example to training text processing and project work.

String processing can be found in several subjects. During their practical training, a lot of times the task is only a simple problem to solve that is not enough spectacular. Instead of the experience, they focus on the algorithmic solution of the problem and they try to solve strained problems or simple, abstract tasks. The readCount algorithm is an example from the recommended note [HP1] to process text sequentially.

I figured out a new problem to solve in this topic, in which XML must be read and HTML should be created. I worked out the lesson plan, the curriculum and the presented and distributed framework. I tried to teach it on a course and I conducted a survey among the participating students. I published this topic in my article [SP1].

So there is an example that teaches text processing with XML. This is a good example based on the feedbacks of the students. In addition, the second group working on project provided better evaluations when completing the questionnaire.
3. Thesis about algorithm markup language

Education of beginner programmers can be helped by Algorithm Markup Language (AML), which is an extension of XML with defining its own types.

Teaching programming is not only about algorithmic thinking, but also about source code making, compiling, building, running, making document, testing and debugging. Different schools have chosen other and other language to teach as the „first language”. Earlier Pascal was the most dominant language, but at most places it was replaced some C-like language. In the meantime, there were published graphical interfaces that try to make the algorithms more spectacular and playful, so students could understand them easier. There are some applications where students can define commands with text and graphical objects appear on the surface, as in Logo. But there are some where commands are also graphical objects which can be build with drag&drop method. For example: Scratch, Google Blockly, Snap! or App Inventor 2. Children can create games with this to computers and mobile tools.

At the beginning of the educational process the structure of structured programming languages can be presented with the new markup language that I defined and presented in my article [SP2]. Parts of each control elements can be understood. Syntax can be easily verified, and even at editing the offered commands can be used. Source codes and other files can be generated. Because the XML file contains many extra tag names in addition to the really useful data, we should write a lot, but fortunately there are many XML editors that support fast syntax writing with code completion at editing time. It also helps the teaching because this can be work in a students’ native language, as opposed to source code that correlates to English. XML editors can also display the documentation in annotations that help the understanding. This language would be an unnecessary step for advanced programmer students to whom testing and debugging are more important, which are not supported in AML, because unidirectional code generation is possible only. This tool should be used as a game as calculating sticks or egg cups are used in first class of the primary school at teaching tens and ones. It can be good in a few introductory lessons. For example it could be used in the first few lessons on the Programming Fundamentals course not to horrify the students with the C source code syntax, but take the first steps with code completion to understand the structure of the code. Since HTML editing is already being studied in a lot of places – because it is graduation topic – structure of a Markup Languages is known, to which they can bind the newly presented control commands and their structure. Thus, AML syntax has known
structure – even if it is not simpler – and editors code completion capabilities help to select the usable option with displaying short descriptions in mother tongue (or in English).

4. Thesis about my algorithm visualisation application

The effectiveness of learning can be enhanced by my XML-based application for visualising and editing algorithms.

The presented AML is an XML from which different outputs can be created with XSL transformation, so an appropriate text file must be edited. In some cases, it would be better to have a graphical application to build the algorithms. My article [SP3] is about this web-application.

At the beginning of structured programming education, it is impossible to miss deepening algorithmic thinking and approach. We have several options to represent algorithms [HP2], including flowchart [HP3, HL3], Jackson Diagram [HP4, HP5], pseudo-code [HP6], and structure known as Nassi-Shneiderman Diagram [HP3]. Graphic appearance may not be enough, it would be much better if editing happened in graphical view as well.

At first I was working with Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) format, then I continued with HTML to further expand it with JavaScript. I have prepared a prototype of an AML code editor, which starts from visualized NSD and updates it after every editing step.

Nassi-Schneiderman Diagrams (NSD) can be used to visualize functions and procedures without having to learn a language [HP7, HP8, HP9]. There are a lot of tools which facilitate representing algorithms in NSD format, such as Structorizer [HL4]. Several of similar tools have been presented as a BSc thesis or student research in Scientific Students' Associations Conference, see [HL5, HL6]. I am interested in platform-independent web solutions, so I've created one of these to work on any of today's web browsers. I have chosen a server-client platform as basis of the development, the algorithm is stored on the server side in the previously presented AML. XSL transformation is here as well, so NSD will appear as HTML on client side, more accurately it presented as divs and tables.

The XML-based AML gives the opportunity to generate a source code, but I just focused on displaying and modifying algorithms. You can use this tool to edit the algorithm stored in the AML format so that you do not need to know this new language. Users start editing
instructions with clicks. A graphically displayed algorithm is easier to understand and the editing option also helps the learning process.

There are some tools that can be used to create a Nassi-Shneiderman diagram. Some of them can draw only a complete algorithm. Others can be used for editing. Paint or any other graphic program can be used, just like tables in Microsoft Word or any other office application. Microsoft Visio [HL7] supports this with a simple template. While SmartDraw [HL8] or Structorizer [HL4] applications are also good for editing an algorithm. This way, the middle of the algorithm can be modified at any time. Lot of times these applications must be downloaded and installed. Nowadays, more people have started developing web applications for this area.

The tool I created is a platform-independent client-server solution that allows users to display and edit algorithms in a browser without installation any application. You can copy the NSD image from the screen into the documentation. This can be a good choice for students to easily generate NSDs. It can also be useful for teachers who want to display algorithms with a simple tool. Of course, I've extended the web page with features such as user management and saving image.

The beginning of the thesis has been published by others, for example, Gábor Törley in his dissertation [HP10], while the self-developed editor application was shown that it can display and edit the structure of algorithms in NSD format.

5. Thesis about my application to support the programming process

My XML-based application built to the analogy of the tools used by the methodologies and spreaded in industry supports teaching of systematic programming.

Students should solve IT tasks on lesson "Programming Fundamentals", which usually get a text description, from which they prepare the specification, algorithm and implement the code. I began to think about how I can support students' thinking and help to record the tasks to be solved, possibly to speed up implementation and documentation creation. To solve this problem, I began to deal this parallel with the previous algorithm visualising and editing program. Later I build together the two ideas.
Teaching programming to IT students at the University must cover the entire development process, but in the process of systematic programming we must focus on algorithmization. [HP11] I found that most of my students are only interested in the essence of coding, which comes from the text of the task and tries to avoid specification creation and algorithm design. It was my idea that students would pay more attention to specification and algorithm if we were to help solve their later assignments. The essence of the support consists of code generation from the algorithm and preparation of the main elements of the documentation. First, the information need to be collected in an Excel spreadsheet, from which documentation can be generated without presenting the program, ie screenshots. First my article [SP4] reported this in more detail.

In the second step, I've presented a more complex web-based application in the article [SP5]. I made my students try to use the application when they learnt only about syntax of the programming language. There was a group where education was in English, because students came from different countries (England, Brazil, Iran, Cameroon, Macedonia, Germany, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, USA, Vietnam ...). Here it was especially good that the algorithm was written with no pseudonym code because we did not know each other's mother tongue, and English could have caused confusion because it is very similar to the programming language in the source code. [HP12]

We do not have to teach the tools of programming (programming language and its environment), but programming itself. We must develop a mindset, a style of programming in the audience and must focus on algorithmization in the process of systematic programming. [HP11] It is important that the student understands the algorithm and can code it in some language. They need to understand basic algorithms (algorithm patterns) and use them as building blocks to make more complex algorithms. Therefore, these algorithm patterns should be analyzed, checked and examined. During education, it is important to start creating an application only after developing algorithmic skills, but it is necessary for practical testing to develop the programming skills of students simultaneously.

I introduced my ideas, the Excel-based support package as a line leader. Then I built this on a web platform using the algorithm – as Nassi-Shneidermann diagram – editor application that was mentioned in the previous thesis. I answered the questions that have arisen, I wrote about my experiences and the feedbacks. Based on the positive welcome and feedbacks of the PFW, I can say that it helps in teaching systematic programming.
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